A220 Cabin Type Specific Training

- The A220 Cabin Type Specific Training Course makes your crew fit to fly on the new aircraft from Airbus. It covers all required items for a conversion as defined by authority regulations. The training consists of emergency procedures and regulations to qualify the cabin crew in the understanding of the procedures and the performance of their duties in an emergency. The two-day training mixes a balanced content of theoretical and practical training and is designed as training for experienced cabin crews. It's based on the idea of a theoretical foundation, laid in the classroom, along with Web Based Training and daily sessions on the state-of-the-art Cabin Crew Emergency Evacuation Trainer where – from simple door training to complex procedure training – the crews will be qualified to handle any case that could happen on board.

- Lufthansa Aviation Training Center, Zurich, Switzerland
- 2 days
- EASA OPS ORO.CC.125 c) & d)
- Cabin Crew on A220-100 and A220-300 (BD-500)
- max. 10
- Suitable qualified instructor as defined by EASA OPS
- English/German

Languages
- Familiarization with type specific procedures and escape paths
- Practical door handling
- Emergency procedure training
- Customization of the course content (optional)
- A/C Visit (A 220-100/300)
- Type specific CRM training (if applicable)

Methods
- Theoretical classroom training with (CKM, Movies, Quizzes)
- Practical training on Cabin Emergency Evacuation Trainer and hands on training